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Pitz Ria

Pitz Ria is a player character played by Sageshooter.

Pitz Ria

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33)
Date of Birth: 7日 3月 YE 38
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Senator

Rank: Senator
Current Placement: Senate of Yamatai
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Physical Description

Shoulder length straight black hair done into a ponytail, she is a slender fair-skinned woman with green
eyes and a cute heart-shaped face usually holding a smile.

Personality

Incapable of standing up for herself, Ria tends to have trouble telling people no. She's a very agreeable
person to the point of causing issues for herself as she says yes to most anything, especially when she is
told to do something. Otherwise, she enjoys reading, listening to music, playing idle and other simple
games, and dancing.

History

A completely unremarkable service career within the Star Army of Yamatai, Ria could be seen as a
background character were the world a game. She served her time within the military with no real
distinction as infantry on a starbase. She made no real impression on anyone within her squad and when
she didn't reenlist, few people truthfully noticed…

After her time in the military with little else to do, she joined a newly started pizza company called Kikyo
Pie Company as a delivery girl for the company and usually wound up with the worst delivery routes as
she couldn't say no when others asked her to take them.

After a pizza party gone wrong, and a short stint back in the military and nothing of note for
accomplishments, Ria attended a mixer where she got a little too drunk. After she spouted off about
things she would change before she passed out, Ria would awake the next day with a hang over and a
headache from all the noise around her, only to realize she was surrounded by a number of people who
were in the midst of managing her campaign. A whirlwind of press coverage, poor opponents, and a dash
of luck found the woman in a seat of power on the Yamataian Senate against all odds.

Skills Learned

Communication: Ria is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships,
power armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. Ria is fluent in Trade
(language) and (optionally) Yamataigo (邪馬台語). She can speak and write both correctly and
efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.
Fighting: Rita received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program.
She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with
and without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.
See also Star Army Close Quarters Combat.
Technology Operation: Ria is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS,
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found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.
Mathematics: Ria received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and
trigonometry.
Starship Operator: As part of her time with the Kikyo Pie Company, Ria learned how to fly small
shuttles when she needed to take longer deliveries when needed. As such, she can fly most small
craft.
Culinary: As a member of the Kikyo Pie Company, Ria has learned to cook since she has had to
cover quite a few shifts when the main cooks either couldn't or just wouldn't come in. She is able to
cook fairly well as she found it's something she enjoys.

Social Connections

Pitz Ria is connected to:

Inventory & Finance

Pitz Ria has the following:

Several sets of clothes.
Several uniforms for the Kikyo Pie Company.
Star Army Standard Issue Items
Small craft Pilot's license.
Havok Edition Drake named "Ondras"

Pitz Ria currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by sageshooter on 09, 02 2019 at 13:33 using the Character Template Form.

In the case sageshooter becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Art by Wes using base purchased from Cozycat Studios.

Character Data
Character Name Pitz Ria
Character Owner Sageshooter
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Yamatai (Planet)
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Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office System Senator
District Shugosha System
Political Party Bellflower
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